A Workplace Communication Case Study from The Marlin Company
The HR staff at Herr Foods headquarters in Nottingham,
Pennsylvania, knows a thing or two about how to engage
workers using digital signage.

Herr Foods Inc., Corporate Office, Nottingham, PA


Started by Herr family in 1946

Their journey to success started with a need to find a better
way to communicate with over 500 Herr Foods production
workers across three shifts and two departments. After
partnering with The Marlin Company and installing three
digital signage screens in their breakrooms, they got to work
uploading, scheduling and displaying all kinds of workplace
messaging.



Manufactures over 340 snack food items



Employs shift workers & route sales people



Reach workers without email access

But something was missing. They weren’t yet realizing the
level of engagement they had hoped for. It took an employee survey and some conversations with staff in the breakroom to find out what needed to change.



Provide a consistent message across locations



Engage workers with visual communication



Deliver corporate and local site messaging

Utilizes Marlin digital signage to:

The overwhelming conclusion? Their digital signage content
needed to be more personal, more varied, and more fun!
The HR team responded with a mix of material to complement their work-specific messaging. Sports RSS feeds were
added to the display rotation, as well as more employee
recognition pieces, from birthdays and anniversaries to welcome messages for new employees. And to really keep it
even more fun and engaging, a regular piece known as
‘Throwback Thursday’ was also included. It challenges everyone to identify today’s Herr Foods employees based on
some older photos—big hair and all.

Technology Crucial to New Content Strategy
Marlin’s digital signage SaaS-based technology makes it easy
to post, enhance, and schedule all of this varied content
with ease. But the software’s ability to display content in
multiple frames is crucial to the HR team’s new content
strategy. It enables work-specific messaging, such as a beneHerr Foods breakroom Communication Center utilizes
fits memo, to be displayed at the same time on a different
patented digital signage technology from The Marlin
part of the screen as an employee recognition piece. The
Company. The segmented screen enables employees to
evidence of success can be seen right in their breakroom.
see multiple kinds of messaging at once.
Workers are now drawn to the more personal and fun content. From there, they also absorb any number of workspecific messaging in adjacent segments or frames.
“This is great!” exclaims Jose’, a Herr Foods employee who
commented on the screen. “I like seeing the employee welFor Herr, it’s a win-win. Their ‘lighter side’ content helped
come messages, the updates. Oh, and the news and sports!”
increase their active digital signage audience, a part of engagement necessary for delivery of work messaging. But the The breakrooms at Herr Foods are a perfect proving ground
new strategy also delivers an uptick in morale. Workers see for visual communication. Employees have 15 minute
more images of their peers on the screens, and more exam- breaks, so content has to be managed accordingly, utilizing
ples of teamwork and Herr culture in action. The results are
very positive.
-OverThe Marlin Company, www.themarlincompany.com, P: 800.344.5901

best practices for readability and timing. Once again, their segmented screens come in handy, ensuring all messages see a
place in rotation during those brief breaks.

Keeping the Momentum
Tori Roth, HR Generalist at the Nottingham location, notes how employees now accept their ‘Communication Center’ as their
main source of company information. And it’s an important part of the onboarding process as well. Tori will upload and
schedule a welcome message to coincide with the employee’s first day on the job. “We take them to the screens and explain
that this is our primary company communication system, and they should check it out at least once a day,” Tori explains.
When they see their own photo on the screens, they realize right away how powerful a tool this is and embrace the concept.

The Future
Having established its vision of workplace digital signage at its headquarters, Herr Foods has since initiated a company-wide
installation. Each branch will be able to contribute local content, but can also benefit from corporate news and updates.
Together, this varied content achieves a perfect mix of messaging that includes everything from CEO videos to pictures of
local shifts dressed up to celebrate the holidays.
Visitors to Herr lobbies will also start to benefit from Marlin digital signage. The same patented technology that’s used to
engage Herr workers can now highlight the Herr Foods story to anyone who pays a visit. It’s a story worth telling.

About Herr Foods
Herr Foods is a leader in the snack food industry. Its full line of quality snacks currently consists of
more than 340 items including potato chips, pretzels, tortilla chips, cheese curls, popcorn, crackers,
nuts, pork rinds, onion rings and meat sticks. All are available in a variety of shapes, sizes and flavors.
Herr Foods maintains the highest standard of service to its retail customers through its dedicated sales force. Its company
owned and operated sales routes and localized distribution network delivers its snacks directly from the factory to the shelf,
guaranteeing each and every snack is as fresh and tasty as it was intended. www.herrs.com

About The Marlin Company
The Marlin Company has been leading innovation in visual communication since 1913. Marlin’s
patented technology (US Patents: 7,743,112; 7,765,273; 8,516,527; 8,826,168 B2; 9,088,576 and
9,094,403) and forward-thinking leadership secure its place as a pioneer in digital signage and workplace communication. www.themarlincompany.com
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